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We treat an analytically solvable version of the “Hooke’s Law” model for a two-electron atom, 
in which the electron-electron repulsion is Coulombic but the electron-nucleus attraction is 
replaced by a harmonic oscillator potential. Exact expressions are obtained for the ground-state 
wave function and electron density, the Hartree-Fock solution, the correlation energy, the 
Kohn-Sham orbital, and, by inversion, the exchange and correlation functionals. These 
functionals pertain to the “intermediate” density regime (r,) 1.4) for an electron gas. As a test 
of customary approximations employed in density functional theory, we compare our exact 
density, exchange, and correlation potentials and energies with results from two approximations. 
These use Becke’s exchange functional and either the Lee-Yang-Parr or the Perdew correlation 
functional. Both approximations yield rather good results for the density and the exchange and 
correlation energies, but both deviate markedly from the exact exchange and correlation poten- 
tials. We also compare properties of the Hooke’s Law model with those of two-electron atoms, 
including the large dimension limit. A renormalization procedure applied to this very simple 
limit yields correlation energies as good as those obtained from the approximate functionals, for 
both the model and actual atoms. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electronic structure calculations at present rely chiefly 
on the Hartree-Fock (HF) self-consistent field approxima- 
tion, augmented by configuration interaction (CI). Al- 
though HF calculations usually give good total energies, 
the error in the HF approximation-termed the correla- 
tion energy-is typically comparable to or larger than 
bond dissociation energies. For instance, in the case of the 
fluorine molecule, the HF approximation gives better than 
99.6% of the total energy, yet fails to predict that the 
molecule is bound.’ Even elaborate CI calculations often 
are not sufficient to distinguish reliably among variant mo- 
lecular geometries or reaction pathways. Evaluating the 
correlation energy thus remains a major problem for ab 
initio quantum chemistry.’ 

Density functional theory3-6 offers another approach, 
much simpler to implement and interpret than the CI 
method. The formulation employing the Kohn-Sham 
(KS) equations’ involves single particle orbitals, as in the 
HF method, so entirely avoids CI calculations. In princi- 
ple, the KS method can yield exact results for the energy 
and electron density, but in practice the accuracy is limited 
because the correct form of the exchange-correlation func- 
tional is not known. Here we treat a two-electron model 
problem for which this functional can be determined ex- 
actly. Our purpose is to test approximate functionals that 
are often used in the KS method and to examine how the 
exactly solvable large dimension limit* might be utilized to 
improve the treatment of correlation. 

We consider the “Hooke’s Law” (HL) atom, in which 
the electron-nucleus attraction is replaced by an harmonic 
oscillator potential but the electron-electron repulsion re- 

mains Coulombic. Several authors have previously treated 
this or kindred models in order to study aspects of electron 
correlation.9-14 Most pertinent is the work of Laufer and 
Krieger.” They provided extensive numerical calculations 
for the HL model for a wide range of the harmonic oscil- 
lator spring constant and found that KS exchange and 
correlation energies obtained from the frequently used 
local-density approximation and some variants are signifi- 
cantly in error. 

In Sec. II we obtain an exact expression for the 
ground-state electron density for a HL model with a par- 
ticular value of the spring constant that permits an analyt- 
ical solution to be derived from supersymmetry.i4 In Sec. 
III we evaluate the corresponding Hartree-Fock approxi- 
mation and the correlation energy. In Sec. IV we construct 
the exact KS solution for the l? spin-paired configuration, 
by inversion derive the exchange and correlation potentials 
and functionals, and compare with approximate function- 
als. In Sec. V we evaluate the correlation energy by apply- 
ing a renormalization procedure to the large dimension 
limit.8 In Sec. VI inferences from the HL model are noted 
that suggest means to improve approximations for the ex- 
change and correlation functionals of actual atoms, partic- 
ularly by employing dimensional scaling. 

II. HOOKE’S LAW MODEL 

For the HL atom the Hamilitonian in bohr-hartree 
atomic units (?i=m=e= 1) is 

H= 4v:+v;> +f k(rf+t$) +;, 
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where k is the oscillator spring constant, r, and r2 the 
distances of the electrons from the nucleus, and r12 = 1 rl 
-rzl the distance from each other. In terms of the cen- 
troid coordinate, R=b(r,+r,), and r=(rl-r2), the Ha- 
militonian becomes separable; thus 0.1 

(-t V;+kR2)X(R) ‘Es(R), (2) 

( 
-Vf+i kg+: <p(r) =&Q(r), 

1 
(3) 

0 

where the total wave function is given by Y ( r1,r2) 
=X(R)+(r) and the total energy by E=E,+E,. As 
shown in a previous study,14 for the particular value k=$, 
the ground-state solution can be obtained analytically as 

Y (r*,r2> =Ns( 1 +$r12)e-(1/4)(1+‘:) (4) 

with 
E=E,+E,=;+$=2 (5) 

and N,, the normalization constant. The exact single- 
particle density thus is given by 0 1 2 3 4 

r 

p(r1)=2 s IYh,rd 12dr. 
On evaluating the integral we obtain 

2 

(6) 

p(r) =2Nce -(l/2)9( (:)I”[ f+i ?+ ( r+f)erf(2e1/2r)] 

+e-w2)$ 1 , (7) 

where r=rl and erf denotes the error function. The nor- 
malization constant is obtained from the condition 
Jp(r)dr=2, which gives 

N~=7?‘2(8+5P)-‘. (8) 

Figure 1 plots the density p(r) and ?p ( r) for our HL 
model (with k=$) and for the He atom.15 At the origin, 
the HL density is finite and has zero slope; at large r the 
density is dominated by the eeP factor in Eq. (7). The He 
density is also finite at the origin but is quite large there 
and has nonzero slope; at large r it decays as e-‘. These 
features directly reflect the different attractive forces. Also 
included in Fig. 1 (as dotted curves) are the densities 
pO( r) obtained by omitting the electron-electron repulsion 
and thereby entirely removing electron correlation. For 
both the HL model and He, electron-electron repulsion 
increases the density at large distances and decreases it 
near the nucleus.12,‘3 

Ill. HARTREE-FOCK SOLUTION 

The HF equation corresponding to the HL model 
is”,13 

Figure 1 includes (as dashed curves) the HF density 
Pm(r) for both the HL model and the He atom. The 
deviations from the exact density are barely discernable on 
this scale. 

IV. KOHN-SHAM FUNCTIONALS 
C-fV2+ue,t(r)+uH[pHF(r)l}~HF(r)=EH~HF(r), (9) Like the HF equations, the KS formalism’ involves 
where rsrl (or r2), the external potential uext=i kg, and single-particle orbitals describing noninteracting electrons 
the Hartree or Coulomb potential is defined as moving in a local effective potential. In principle, however, 

HL 

FIG. 1. Single-electron density distributions p(r) and ?p( r) for He atom 
and the Hooke’s Law model (exact solution for i). Solid curves are for 
the complete Hamiltonian; dashed curves for the Hartree-Fock version. 
Dotted curves omit the l/r,, electron-electron repulsion term, thus 
correspond to pO( r) =2( Z3/n)exp( - 2Zr) for the atom and to 
2(o,/a)3’zexp( -q,?) for the HL model, with wo=k’“. Distributions 
normalized such that 4~J;?pclr=2. 

t+&(r) I + 
s 

pW 
___ 1 r-r’ 1 dr’e (10) 

The total 12 variational wavefunction is Y (r1,r2) 
=bhb$W and +IF is the orbital energy. A self- 
consistent solution of Eq. (9) yields the HF density 

pHF(d=2(+(r) 1’ 

and the total energy 
(11) 

1 
EHF=~EHF-T 

s pHF(rhdpHF(r) ldr. (12) 

Numerical solutions are readily obtained from a stan- 
dard HF coden’ by simply replacing the Coulombic attrac- 
tion - l/r by f k?. For k=i, we find EHF= 1.277 13 and 
EHF~2.039 325. Subtracting EHF from Eq. (5) gives the 
correlation energy as -0.039 325, or 1.97% of the total 
energy. This value is remarkably close to the 12 correla- 
tion energies of actual two-electron atoms; e.g., 
-0.042 044 or 1.45% for helium. 
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the KS equations can give the exact ground state electron 
density and energy of the interacting system. In practice, 
this is frustrated by the lack of a means to construct the 
correct exchange-correlation energy, a universal functional 
of p(r). For the ground state of the HL model, the exact 
KS solution can readily be obtained and inverted’* to de- 
rive the exchange and correlation potentials. 

A. inversion procedure 

The KS equation for the HL model is 

t-f V*+%tf[p(r)l Id(r) =E&i(r) (13) 

where r =ri (i= 1,2) and the effective potential is 

hdp(r)l=4,Ar) +Wdp(r) 1 +c&(r>l (14) 

with u,[p(r)]=SE .,[p]/Sp the exchange-correlation po- 
tential, the functional derivative of the exchange- 
correlation energy. For two electrons of opposite spin, the 
KS single-orbital wave function diZ$ks and energy 
EizEkS are the same. The ekCtrOn density iS simply given 
by 

p(r) =2Ih&) I* (15) 

and this is identically equal to the density of the interacting 
two-electron system. The total energy is given by 

E= 29‘s - 
s w4bldr- s ~~,&1~r+&[p1. 

(16) 

These KS equations are only exact if the E,,[p] and u,,[p] 
functionals used are exact. 

For the HL model we can invert Fq. ( 15) to obtain the 
exact KS orbital (analytically for k=$) via 4xs( r) 
= [tl p(r)]“*, since the orbital wave function can be taken 
as real and Eq. (6) provides the exact density. This enables 
us to invert Eq. ( 13) to obtain the exchange-correlation 
functional from 

%[pl =EKS-h(r) -2d.p1 --KE[pl, (17) 

where the last term comes from the kinetic energy, 

uKEIP1’-;$f=; (?)-; (F)*. (18) 

Likewise, we can invert Eq. (16) to determine the E&l 
functional. The orbital energy eks may be determined 
without actually solving the KS equation. This can be done 
by exploiting the lim it r-* 03, by virtue of the condition 
that u,, and the Coulomb integral in Eq. (17) vanish in 
that lim it.‘* For k = i, we find by computing the asymptotic 
values of V*p/p and Vp/p from I$. (7) that 

$‘S= lilll [f kg-f(?--7) +i(?--4>] =f 
r-00 

(19) 

Thus eks = Er, the eigenvalue obtained in Eq. (5) for rel- 
ative motion of the electrons; this result in fact holds gen- 
erally for the HL model’* (with any k> 0). The orbital 
energy can also be determined from a quite general theo- 

ueff 

r 

FIG. 2. ETective single-particle potential v,, of Eq. (14) for the HL 
model (k=q) as function of r and p. Solid curves are exact results, others 
approximate; dashed curves from BLYP; dotted curves from BP; dotted- 
dashed from HF. In each case, the potential is evaluated with the corre- 
sponding density. Also shown is an exact curve for the external term 
alone, v,,, = f k?. 

rem” stating that EKs for the highest occupied orbital is the 
difference in total energies for systems with N and (N- 1) 
particles, 

(&,,,ax=E(N) --E(N- 1). (20) 

The HL model has only one occupied orbital, and for 
k=i. we have E(2) =2 and E (1) =f k”*=) For this case, , , 
the KS result differs from the HF orbital 
-2.2%. 

energy by only 

B. Exchange and correlation potentials 

Figures 24 display (as solid curves) exact potentials 
derived by inverting the KS equations. In Fig. 2, we show 
the total effective potential ueff and also uext. In Figs. 3 and 
4 we show the components of the exchange-correlation 
potential, u,,= u,+ uc, as functions of both T and p. For 
two electrons of opposite spin, the exact exchange compo- 
nent is just the negative of the Coulomb potential, 

UP1 = -ufdpI. (21) 

The exact correlation potential is then given by 

~,[Pl =&API --vxlPl. (22) 

These potentials are readily evaluated using p from Eq. 
(7). 

Note that with these relations Eq. ( 14) may be recast 
as 
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FIG. 3. Exchange potential v, of Eq. (21) for the HL model (k=t). 
Notation as in Fig. 2. 

Qdpl =k(r> +dpl +%[Pl* (23) 
Thus, for a 12 system, ueff for the KS equation differs from 
that for the HF equation simply by addition of the corre- 

0*03 * 
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FIG. 4. Correlation potential v, of Eq. (22) for the HL model (k=i). 
Notation as in Fig. 2. 

TABLE I. Potential functionals for HL model. Derived from Eqs. (21) 
and (22) for Hooke’s Law model (k=a). Tabulated quantities are coef- 
ficients (I, in a polynomial fit, v=Sp,,x”, with .~=p”~; the least-squares 
R=0.9999 

Order VX UC 

0 -0.1864 o.ooo3 
1 - 1.6883 -0.0785 
2 7.7938 -0.7486 
3 - 34.263 4.7809 
4 65.921 - 15.910 
5 -SO.985 22.536 

lation potential, with all terms evaluated for the exact p(r) 
rather than the HF density. Figure 2 includes (dotted- 
dashed curve) the HF version of u,e, evaluated with 
p&r); this differs only slightly from the exact potential. 

Figures 2-4 also include comparisons (dashed and dot- 
ted curves) with two approximations frequently used in 
current density functional calculations. l8 One approxima- 
tion, designated Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP), employs 
the Dirac form for the exchange energy with Becke’s 1988 
gradient exchange correction, l9 and obtains the correlation 
energy from Lee, Yang, and Parr’s functional that involves 
a second-order gradient expansion based on the HF density 
matrix.” A correlation factor is included which contains 
four parameters that were fitted to the HF density for the 
helium atom.*’ The other approximation, designated as 
Becke-Perdew (BP), treats the exchange energy the same 
way but derives the correlation energy from an interpola- 
tion*l of Monte Carlo results.** This is augmented by a 
nonlocal correction23 that improves a generalized gradient 
expansion.” For our comparisons, we employed the BLYP 
and BP functionals in the KS equation of Pq. ( 13)) derived 
the corresponding densities and eigenvalues by a self- 
consistent solution, l8 and with these evaluated the poten- 
tials and energies. 

As functions of r, the effective potentials ueff for the 
BLYP and BP approximations are quite similar, but lie 
substantially above the exact potential at small r and below 
at large r. For the exchange potential uX, the approxima- 
tions lie well above the exact potential at all r; furthermore, 
although the approximations nearly coincide (at the scale 
shown), spurious oscillations appear for r < 1.5. As seen in 
Fig. 1, this region lies inside the maximum in ?p ( r) for the 
HL model. For the correlation potential uc, which is much 
smaller, the spurious oscillations are greatly magnified. 
The deviations from the exact potential differ markedly for 
BLYP and BP but are of comparable size and fluctuating 
sign. Curiously, these deviations are roughly out of phase 
for r> 1 but in phase at shorter distances, where both ap- 
proximations underestimate the correlation potential. 

As functions of p, the potentials display the same fea- 
tures. However, as seen in Fig. 1, for the HL model the 
transformation r-+p maps the abcissca scale into a finite 
range. The BLYP and BP approximations give quite sim- 
ilar u&(r) and u,(r) functions. The exact u,(r) and u,(r) 
are smooth functions that can be well represented by a 
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TABLE II. Energy terms for Hooke’s Law model (k=$. 

case E EKE Em, EH EX EC 

Exact KS 2.0000 0.6352 0.8881 0.5160 -0.516 -0.0393 
BLYP 2.0172 0.6313 0.8933 0.5146 -0.5016 -0.0351 

BP 1.9985 0.6327 0.8926 0.5141 -0.5012 -0.0538 
HF 2.0392 0.6318 0.8925 0.5150 -0.5150 0 

fifth-order polynomial in P”~. Table I lists the coeffi- 
cients. 

C. Exchange and correlation energies 

We can determine the exact ,!$,,[p] by recasting Eq. 
( 16) for the total energy by use of Eq. ( 17) and obtain 

E=J%,+&E+~E,+E,,, (24) 

where 

E,,Jpl= s p(r)~,,Arbk (25) 

EKE[PI = j- P( -f v’#/@dr, (26) 

and 

&f[pl =t p~fdpWr= --E,[pl, (27) 

since by virtue of Eq. (2 1) the exact exchange energy is the 
negative of the Hartree energy. The exact correlation en- 
ergy thus can be determined from 

Ecbl =KJpl --Ex[pl. (28) 
In evaluating the corresponding energy terms for the 
BLYP and BP approximations, we use the customary for- 
mulas’9*23 aside from introducing for u,~ the oscillator 
form. 

Table II compares values of the total energy and the 
contributing terms: external, kinetic energy, Coulomb, 
exchange, and correlation. The BLYP and BP approxima- 
tions both give good total energies (in error by +0.87% 
and -O.OS%, respectively, substantially better than the 
HF result (in error by + 1.97%). However, the exchange 
energies (in error by 2.79% and 2.86%) are much less 
accurate than the HF value (in error by only 0.02%), 
whereas the correlation energies are relatively good (in 
error by - 11% and +27%). The top row in Table II 
gives the exact KS results. We note that the expectation 
value of the kinetic energy, - f( V:+Vz), computed with 
the exact wave function of Eq. (4) is 0.6644; this exceeds 
the KS kinetic energy, in accord with a general theorem.577 
The increment of 0.0292 is comparable to the correlation 
energy and quite similar to two-electron atom (TEA) val- 
ues (cf. Ref. 5, Table 7.1) : 0.029, 0.037, and 0.040 for 
Z= 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

These results as well as the BLYP and BP potentials of 
Figs. 2-4 are appreciably better, especially for correlation, 
than those given by the approximate functionals examined 
by Laufer and Krieger.” However, our comparisons indi- 
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, I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 

r 

FIG. 5. Cqmparison of single-electron density functions for the HL 
model (k=;i) as obtained from the HF (solid curve), BLYP (dashed 
curve), and BP (dotted curve) approximations. Ordinate gives the dif- 
ference between the approximate and exact density divided by the exact 
density, the latter given by Eq. (7). 

cate the same conclusions. ( 1) The potential functionals 
(as shown in Figs. 2-4) provide a much more incisive test 
of an approximate exchange-correlation functional than do 
energies, especially the total energy. (2) In density func- 
tional theory, current approximations for exchange intro- 
duce substantially larger absolute errors than for correla- 
tion. 

Figure 5 complements Table II and Fig. 2 by compar- 
ing the deviations from the exact density for the HF, 
BLYP, and BP approximations. Except for r> 4, where the 
density becomes quite small, the deviations are only a few 
percent. The effect of including correlation in the BLYP 
and BP approximations is evident only at small r, where 
both give slightly lower density than the HF approxima- 
tion. These comparisons emphasize an ironic situation, es- 
pecially apparent in the ueff functions of Fig. 2. The HF 
approximation treats exchange well but lacks correlation. 
The BLYP and BP methods include correlation and obtain 
better total energies, but the exchange and correlation po- 
tentials are both inaccurate and the corresponding v,, func- 
tions differ much more from the exact result than does the 
HF version. 

V. LARGE DIMENSION LIMIT 

Another strategy for treating correlation is suggested 
by recent applications of dimensional scaling to electronic 
structure.8 This involves generalizing the problem to D 
dimensions and introducing scale factors to remove the 
major, generic D dependence. Often such scaled quantities 
can be easily evaluated for the D-+ 03 limit or other special 
values and used to construct an approximation for D=3. 
Among recent applications is a dimensional interpolation 
treatment of a hard-sphere fluid,2’ analogous to interpola- 
tion between the low and high density limits for an electron 
gas.26 For the He atom, the large dimension limit was 
found27T28 to account for 64% of the correlation energy for 
D=3 and this estimate was recently improved to 98% by 
means of a simple charge renormalization procedure.8 
Here we outline similar calculations for the HL model. 
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TABLE III. Large D limit [results for HL model (k=i) from Eq. (30), 
for He atom from Refs. 27 and 281. 

HL model He atom 

Exact HF Exact HF 

B 
10s 

3 

r3 

104 

103 
3 
g 102 

rl?l 1.898 35 1.8999 1.213 93 1.214 74 L 

@n 99.644” w 95.301” 90- 
E, 2.0684 2.08401 -2.737 81 -2.710 79 
E,(D=w) -0.023 61 -0.026 98 
E,( D=3) -0.0392 -0.042 044 

Gi ::: [ExactG/J’ D=oo ‘\Lygli 

Because the potential energy in Eq. ( 1) for the HL 
model is not a homogeneous function of the radial coordi- 
nates, as is the Coulombic potential for atoms, the scaling 
procedure must be modified. We use a method recently 
detailed by Lopez-Cabrera, Tan, and Loeser.29 The result- 
ing D-scaled Hamiltonian has the same form as the 0~3 
Hamiltonian of EQ. ( 1 >, with three net changes: insertion 
of a factor of ( 3/D)2 in front of the Laplacian operators, a 
factor of (3/D)[( D- 1)/2] in front of the l/rr, Coulom- 
bit term, and addition of a centrifugal term3’ given by 

(29) 

where 8 is the angle between rl and r,, the electron-nucleus 
radii. In the D+ co lit, the Laplacian terms are 
quenched. The scaled energy in this limit is then found 
simply by minimizing an effective potential, W(r, ,r2,0). 
This is comprised of the centrifugal term, the repulsive 
Coulombic term, and the attractive oscillator potential. 
The minimum occurs for a symmetric configuration, with 
rl = r,. The energy and electronic geometry for D+ UJ thus 
are obtained from I&,,=min W(r,r,@, with 

(30) 
The large dimension limit for the HF approximation2* is 
obtained by merely imposing the constraint 8=90”. Thus, 
in this limit, elementary calculations yield the exact corre- 
lation energy. 

Table III gives the large D limit found for the k=i 
case, together with corresponding results for the He atom. 
The correlation energy for the HL model at D-+ CO is about 
60% of that for D= 3 (compared with 64% for the He 
atom). Figure 6 indicates a simple renormalization proce- 
dure8 which provides an improved estimate. The electronic 
energy is a smooth function of D and the parameter k or Z 
in the ueXt p otential. There exists an effective value of the 
parameter, denoted k, or Z, , for which the scaled energy 
at D-+ ~4 is the same as for D=3 with the actual value of 
the parameter. The effective or renormalized values are 
evaluated from 

~,(k, or Z,)=e3(k or Z), (31) 
where the scaled energy Ed is the ratio of the total energy 
to that obtained with the electron-electron repulsion omit- 
ted, Dk”2 for the HL model and [2Z/( D- 1 )I2 for the two 
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FIG. 6. Renormalization procedure applied to oscillator force constant k 
for HL model (upper panel) and to nuclear charge Z for the He atom 
(lower panel). At left are shown exact and Hartree-Fock energies for 
D=3. In the middle are corresponding energies for D+ m limit. At right 
are energies derived from Eq. (30) by adjusting the force constant or 
nuclear charge to find the value for which the D- m limit will coincide 
with the D=3 energy. 

electron atom. This gives k,=0.409 12... for the HL 
model (with k=f) and Z, =2.343 for the He atom (with 
Z=2), respectively. Thus, to offset the enhanced centrifu- 
gal repulsion of the D-, CO limit, the attraction to the nu- 
cleus must be enhanced, by increasing the effective spring 
constant for the HL model or the effective charge for the 
He atom. 

This exact evaluation of k, and Z, is only of descrip- 
tive interest, since it requires knowledge of the D=3 en- 
ergy. However, we can obtain a good approximation to the 
effective parameter value by using the D-P CO limit together 
with the HF results. By adjusting the parameter to make 
the HF energy at D- 00 match that at D=3, we find 
er=O.3489 and par=2.293. To make an approximate 
allowance for the lack of correlation energy in the HF we 
augment these values by the increments needed to make 
the HF result coincide with the exact energy for D--+ CO 
and thus reduce the correlation energy to zero in that limit. 
In this way we obtain effective values of k*=0.395 96 and 
2*=2.3430. The corresponding energies evaluated for the 
D+ 00 limit then provide the renormalized estimates for 
the D=3 results: 2.00140 for the HL model and 
-2.902 98 for the He atom. Compared with the exact en- 
ergies, these values are, respectively, too high by 0.07% 
and by 0.026% (whereas k* is low by 3.2% and z* low by 
1.3%). On subtracting the HF energies for D= 3 from 
these renormalized energies, we obtain for the correlation 
energy, -0.037 79 for the HL model and -0.0417 for the 
He atom, respectively. These values are in error by - 3.5% 
and -2%, respectively. It is encouraging that such results 
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TABLE IV. Comparison of correlation energies. 

Species 

He 

::2 

HL (k=;) 

Exact BLYP BP RDS 

-0.0420 -0.0416 -0.044 -0.0417 
-0.0435 -0.0438 -0.045 -0.0438 
-0.0443 -0.0442 -0.049 -0.0447 
-0.0392 -0.0351 -0.0538 -0.0377 

can be attained merely by exploiting the simple D-+ 00 
limit. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The Hooke’s Law model offers instructive comparisons 
with actual atoms as well as tests for approximate methods. 
In particular, as illustrated in Table IV, the correlation 
energy for the HL model resembles that for TEA but ap- 
pears to afford a more stringent test of the density func- 
tional (BLYP or BP) and renormalized dimensional scal- 
ing (RDS) results. For the atoms, the BLYP and RDS 
results are within f l%, the BP within 4-11 %, but all 
three results are less good for the HL model. 

Our comparisons thus far pertain to the analytically 
solvable case with k =$. The exact HL wave function of Eq. 
(4) then takes the form of a product of one-particle func- 
tions times a correlation factor linear in r12. The differences 
between HL and TEA properties stem chiefly from the 
one-particle functions. A factor linear in r12 accounts for 
much of the correlation both in TEA, as found long ago by 
Hylleraas, lo and in many-electron atoms and molecules, as 
shown in extensive studies by Kutzelnigg.3’ However, the 
HL model with k=i does not provide an optimal compar- 
ison with atoms. As seen in Fig. 1, the range of densities 
spanned for k = 5 ’ is much lower than that for the He atom. 
From Eq. (7) we find the maximum HL density is given by 

p(r=0;k=i) =iV~[4-i-f(2~r)“~] =0.089 504. 

In terms of 
(32) 

47T 
rs= 

( 1 

-l/3 

-j-P 7 

the radius of a sphere containing one electron, this corre- 
sponds to 1.387 bohr units, and the density-averaged 
sphere radius is (rs) = 2.44 bohr. Thus for k=i the HL 
density and functions pertain to a domain (r,>1.4) that 
corresponds to the low side of the “intermediate” density 
range for an electron gas.32 This is appropriate for the 
outer portions of large atoms or typical interstitial charge 
density in metals.’ 

Figure 7 shows the variation of (rs) with the HL os- 
cillator frequency, aO=k’12, and with the corresponding 
TEA parameter, oo=Z2, as derived in the Appendix. Ex- 
cept for the hydride ion, the appropriate domain for small 
atoms is the higher density region with (rs) - 1, which 
corresponds to k - 10 or larger. The numerical calculations 
for the HL mode112v’3 extend well below and above this 
range. Figure 8 compares the dependence on w. for the HL 
and TEA total energy and correlation energy. For D=3 
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4 
c r,> 

3 

0.1 1 10 

a,= k” or Z2 

100 

FIG. 7. Variation of average radius of a sphere containing one electron, 
(rs)=([(4~/3)p]-1’3), with parameter wc=k’” or 2’ for the HL model 
and for two-electron atoms. Solid curve fitted to HL points obtained from 
Eq. (7) for k=f and from Ref. 12 for k=10m2, IO, and 100. Dashed 
curves (derived in Appendix) show HL and TEA radii when electron- 
electron repulsion terms are omitted. 

the HL results are from Ghosh and Samanta,13 augmented 
for large k by a perturbation expansion given by White and 
Brown;” the TEA data are from standard sources.33 For 
D- 03 we derived the curves from Eq. (30) and the anal- 
ogous TEA results.8 Despite the major difference in the 

0*03 j~(D=-C 1 
0.021 . ',..'.,I "......I . .a.*.,,' . "...A 

1 10 100 

0.6 

FIG. 8. Variation with parameter oc of normalized total energy E/E,, and 
correlation energy EC for the HL model (&=3os) and TEA (E,=q,). 
For the HL model, o,=k’” is the vibrational frequency; for the two- 
electron atom, oo=Z2. 
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nucleus-electron attraction terms, apparent in the total en- 
ergies, the HL and TEA correlation energies are roughly 
parallel as functions of oo=k’n or Z2. Electron-electron 
repulsion becomes relatively less important as w. is in- 
creased and, hence, (rs) decreased, but the correlation en- 
ergy grows in absolute magnitude. 

The ratio of the density gradient to density is impor- 
tant for many applications, as emphasized recently by 
Lacks and Gordon.34 This is conveniently characterized by 
a dimensionaless parameter, 

IVPI 

=2pkfy 
(33) 

where kp (32~)“~ is the local Fermi vector. From Eq. 
(7) we find the average value is (s) = 1.14 for the HL 
(k = l) model. As shown in the Appendix, when electron- 
electron repulsion is omitted, (s) is independent of wo; we 
obtain (s) = 1.02 and 3.30 for the HL and TEA cases, 
respectively. 

Although our tests of the approximate BLYP or BP 
functionals in Figs. 2-4 pertain to the domain rs> 1.4, the 
discrepancies have the same systematic character as those 
seen at lower r, for other approximate functionals. l2 These 
errors are damped out to a large extent in the energies, as 
in Table II, but become prominent in the potentials, which 
are functional derivatives of the energy functionals. For the 
exchange potentials the errors are roughly tenfold larger 
than for the correlation potentials. This emphasizes the 
notorious difficulty of the quest for improved exchange- 
correlation potentials.4*12 Another awkward aspect, not en- 
countered for TEA or HL ground states, stems from the 
marked conceptional differences between HF and density 
functional theory (DFT). Since correlation is defined with 
reference to the HF approximation, DFT cannot unequiv- 
ocally separate exchange and correlation effects.35 

Yet DFT offers the great advantage that with efficient 
implementation the computational cost is comparable to 
the HF method.36 For computations employing N atomic 
orbital basis functions, the rate-limiting step for DFT 
scales only as O(iV2>, just as for HF; this is the cost of 
handling the Coulomb integrals. The DFT cost for the 
correlation energy can be reduced to only 0 (N) which, for 
large systems, is far less than for configuration interaction, 
Moller-Plesset perturbation theory, or other current ab 
initio methods. 

DFT seems likely to be improved by dimensional scal- 
ing. The basic virtue of such scaling is that in the large D 
limit the magnitude, nature, and number of strong dynam- 
ical interactions become much Iess troublesome than usual. 
Accurately linking this limit to D=3 is often feasible be- 
cause the dimension dependence of many-body effects 
tends to be mild when calibrated by appropriate one- or 
few-body problems.* Here we have considered only the 
D-+ CO limit, where both exact and HF results can be eval- 
uated exactly for any atom or molecule as well as for the 
HL model. We have employed renormalization* to illus- 
trate how this limit can be usefully related to D=3. As 
seen in Fig. 7, the curves for E,(o,; D=3) and 
E,(o,;D- co > are more nearly parallel for the atoms than 
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for the HL model. Nonetheless, in both cases the simple 
renormalization method gives quite good results. 

Other means must be developed in order to incorpo- 
rate the large dimension limit in constructing functionals 
or evaluating quantities besides the total energy or the cor- 
relation energy. Perturbation expansions’ in powers of l/D 
might enable such an approach. Even for many-particle 
systems, the HF large dimension limit corresponds simply 
to setting all interparticle angles equal to 90”, so a dimen- 
sional perturbation expansion for DFT might provide a 
useful way to uncouple exchange from correlation. Such 
l/D expansions may also be feasible for two-particle den- 
sity functionals. As seen in Figs. 1 and 5, exchange and 
correlation effects are not prominent in the one-particle 
densities which depend only on the radial coordinate. In 
contrast, as seen in Table III, the interelectron angle for 
D-+ a, directly reflects the extent of correlation. For heu- 
ristic analysis as well as computation, many aspects of 
DFT invite use of dimensional scaling. 
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APPENDIX: DENSITIES WITHOUT ELECTRON 
REPULSION 

In Figs. 1 and 7 and following Eq. (33) of the text, we 
give results obtained from very simple approximate HL 
and TEA density functions, po( r), that omit electron- 
electron repulsion. These functions are specified in the cap- 
tion of Fig. 1, where oo= k”’ or Z2. The average rp [ (47r/ 
3)pl-1'3, the radius of a sphere containing one electron, is 
given by 

r = 5 -II3 Sgp2’3?dr 
s 

( ) 3 So”pgdr 
(Al) 

and we find 
37w/6 1.603 

(rs~HL=~5/zw~~=~ f 
0 

310/3 2.434 
(I;h~=~g2=~ - 

0 

(A21 

(A3) 

One way to relate the HL force constant to the TEA nu- 
clear charge is to make these (rJ values agree. This yields 
k=O.l879p, corresponding to k=0.2, 3, and 15 for Z= 1, 
2, and 3, respectively. 

For the gradient-to-density ratio of Eq. (33) we find 
$.rL = oorkT ’ and srEA = oh/2k7 *, with 
3r;1=3.093p1’3. 

kf = (97-r/4) ” 
Averaging as in Eq. (Al ) gives 

35/3 

(dHL= 27,3.rrl,6= 1.023, 

4&3 

(.s)~~*=F wA’2(rs) =3.296. 

(A41 

(AS) 
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Theses quantities are constants, not dependent on 00 but 
only on the form of the density function. 
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